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Greater London Authority/ European Social Fund 2014-20 
 

Education & Youth and Team London Project Briefing Event 
27 June 2016 

London Living Room: City Hall 
 
 

Questions and Answers from the event: 
 
ESF 14-20 Programme  
 
Q1. In light of majority vote on the 24 June to leave the European Union, is the current ESF 
funding secure? 
 

A. The ESF Managing Authority has advised that as things stand there is no immediate 
change to much of what they are doing in implementing the ESF programme however, 
Government is currently considering what impact the referendum result has on the level 
and timing of forward financial commitment. Further information will be provide by 
Government as and when they are able to. 
 

Q2. What extent will you take into account past performance of Delivery organisations during 
the scoring process? 
 

A. All applications will be assessed on how Delivery Organisations intend to deliver the 
project rather on evidence of past performance. 

 
Youth Innovation Fund 
 
Q3. How do small organisations/companies get involved in these funding rounds? 
 

A. The GLA allows applications from a) Sole Organisations, b) Partnerships and c) 
Consortiums. 
Financial Due Diligence may prevent some smaller organisations from applying as a sole 
deliverer, or as a lead in a partnership, so it is suggested that checks should be made 
before applying. Smaller organisations that would not be able to deliver as a sole or lead 
partner may deliver as a sub-partner or as part of a consortium. Where applicants give 
their agreement, the GLA will publish details of those organisations that sign up to their 
ESF Mailing List where they are looking to form partnerships.  

 
Q4. Are there any mechanisms in place for referral of vulnerable students from Local Authorities 
to individual delivery organisations? 
 

A. Applicants are encouraged to work closely with Local Authorities and use existing 
relationships or build new relationships for referrals. The GLA will assist in building these 
relationships where possible.  
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Q5. Are cross referrals between complementary projects, such as the NEET projects delivered by 
the SFA, allowed? If so, how will double funding be prevented? 
 

A. Where alternate delivery would benefit an individual, cross referrals on projects are 
allowed. However, Delivery Organisations should be aware that in an outcome funded 
model, claims should not be made for outcome stages either (i) paid to the same 
organisation but claimed from two different funding organisations, or (ii) claimed by 
two Delivery Partners for the same outcome (regardless of the funding organisation). 
The GLA would expect Delivery Partners to make every effort to ensure that the double 
funding is not taking place. 

 
Q6. The projects within the Youth Innovation Fund target a similar cohort of individuals as 
other funding streams in London. Will this mean the pool of individuals will need to be shared? 
 

A. These projects are specifically targeting small numbers in order to assess the wider 
context of working with institutions. Based on our research we feel that there are 
sufficient eligible individuals to ensure that our targets are reasonable. 

 
Q7. How will you assess the relationships between the Delivery Partners and Schools/Colleges 
on the Getting on Track Project? 
 

A. Applicants are expected to submit Partnership Declarations from Schools/Colleges with 
their submission. 

 
Q8. Is the Care Leavers into Work project only targeting NEETs? 
 

A. Yes, all participants on the Care Leavers into Work project will need to be NEET. 
 
Q9. Do participants on the Getting on Track project have to have dropped out of College at the 
point they start on the project? 
 

A. At the point of entry onto the project, all participants must be NEET. 
 
 
Q10. Timescales for Publication will stretch over the school summer holidays, which will make it 
difficult to obtain partnerships declarations from these institutions. 
 

A. Dependant on the likely publication date of the specification following final approval, 
the GLA will consider amending the application return date to allow collection of this 
information, and may consider uploading a template onto the Website to allow potential 
applicants to obtain these agreements prior to school/college closures (subject to 
approval). 
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Team London 
 
Q11. The target group for the 2Work projects is 18-24 year olds; this is also the pre-requisite 
for mandatory referral for the DWP Work Programme, how do we therefore recruit individuals 
onto our programme.  
 

A. Mandatory referral for the DWP Work Programme is only required following 9 months of 
pre-Work Programme activity, which could include involvement on an ESF project (see 
Annex A at 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/507
282/wp-pg-chapter-2.pdf). Our understanding is that Jobcentre Plus (JCP) advisors 
can defer mandatory Work Programme entry for a period of up to 12 months. This has 
certainly applied in previous programmes, and the GLA therefore advises that if JSA or 
ESA clients are recruited, successful applicants should liaise with the individual’s JCP 
advisor at the earliest instance. .  

 
Q12. With reference to the Veterans project, there is a cohort of low skilled individuals leaving 
the service that do not fit under the category of ‘Early Service Leavers’. Will they be eligible to 
start on the Veterans Employment Support Programme? 
 

A. The project eligibility does not specify that participants must fall under the ‘Early 
Service Leavers’. However, the GLA would expect applicants to be able to explain why 
they will target particular groups in their application.  

 
Q13. Is there a cap on the number of individuals entering Employment compared to Education 
and Training on the Team London projects? 
 

A. No. 
 
Q14. Are delivery partners able to refer participants onto Skills Training courses that are funded 
by other Commissioning Organisations? 
 

A. As with Q5, referral to complementary projects or courses is acceptable (dependant on 
the eligibility of complementary project or course), but as the projects are outcome 
funded delivery partners should be aware that the same output or outcome should only 
be claimed once, and that projects that have the same objectives should make sure that 
if the objective is achieved (i.e. progression to employment), only one delivery partner 
claims and reports the progression. Where skills training can be sourced at no cost to 
the project, a participant could be referred for training, and then they could continue 
with the activities identified in their original training plan. However, where zero cost 
courses are not available, there would be nothing to stop the successful delivery partner 
purchasing a course commercially as part of the delivery income derived from the 
project provided that the course addressed a need identified during any assessment. 
Participant’s needs should be assessed at the point of entry onto the project and then 
reviewed throughout.  

 
Q15. What is the budget for the 2Work programme and how many grants are expected to be 
issued? 
 

A. The budget is £800k; the number of grants to be issued will be confirmed in the 
published Specification. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/507282/wp-pg-chapter-2.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/507282/wp-pg-chapter-2.pdf
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Q16. What is the target age group for the Veteran Employment Support Programme, and what 
do you mean by “Partners”? 
 

A. There is no specific target age for the participants recruited onto the project, and 
applicants will be required to confirm who they will target, and why, in their application.  
 
Note: Regarding ‘Partners’, it should be noted that the response given at the meeting 
was “Partners of veterans will be eligible to join the project, provided that they satisfy 
all other project eligibility requirements.” Whilst some projects that we are involved with 
do include provision for provision for veteran’s partners, we have reviewed internal 
documentation for this project and can confirm that the project will aim to support 
Veterans only. 

  
Clarifications 
 
Volunteering 
All volunteering placements should be community based and either be provided through Team 
London or that meet the volunteering criteria set out in the specification and outcomes 
handbook once published. 
 
Recovery of advance 
Any advances paid at the commencement of a project will be recovered by the GLA against one 
of the output or outcome payment. This may differ by project, and applicants should confirm 
which from which payment will be recovered in individual project specifications. 
 
 
 


